It’s March 13, 2020, and Covid 19 hits San Diego for real, with lockdowns, social distancing

and facial coverings. The political climate is divisive, racial tension is brewing, and the economy is under added stress due to the
Pandemic. Go figure, the ad game ground to a halt, leaving us with a lot of creativity, and few client outlets. But you can’t stop the
brain spin, so we decided to channel our concept skills to promote and express ourselves, and to maybe do a little social good.

Our first project
was a twist on the
mad toilet paper rush
that was going on.
Where most everybody else
was looking at the scarcity
of tissue, our design sense
focused on another rarity:

“White Space”
It was an inside joke that
resonated with the industry.

About the time we
rolled out “White Space,”
the politicians on both sides
started leveraging
the Pandemic
for their own gains.

“Pull together”
our next piece,
took the fluff of toilet paper
to the social commentary level,
in the hopes of encouraging
unity vs. divisiveness
in tough times.
Made us feel good
to be brainstorming
for calm.

It was also really sitting well
that we were making an
impact with our words and
pictures chops; creating
“meaningful memes.”
Our next work was ripped
from the headlines, which
were shedding light on the
fact that Covid infections and
deaths, as well as related social
and financial impacts, were
affecting people of color
disproportionately high.

“Virus
discriminates”
morphs Angela Davis’
famous afro with Covid’s
signature outline to make
the statistics graph, graphic.

5 weeks into the Pandemic,
and we were connecting people
with our verbal and visual
talents, even while we were all
being forced to stay apart.
We were encouraging social
closeness despite physical
distancing guidelines.

THE REACTIONS

We were brainstorming
our next words and pictures
concept when it hit us:
Masks were hiding
our real selves.

We created
a photo imprinted
face mask.

HAVE BEEN

We broke past words and
pictures to the real world.
Connected people beyond our
social media posts and website.
Folks’ real faces and emotions
were being exchanged for
the first time in months.
We gave some safe
humanity to the world,
and partial proceeds to
emotional awareness.

INCREDIBLE

So, for months,
when we have left the house,
we’ve run our essential errands
in a sea of anonymity.
We stay 6 feet apart and
avoid looking at other’s faces,
because we can’t see their
whole faces. Get in, get out.
That all changed when we started
wearing our photo-imprinted
Face Adversity Un-Masks.
Complete strangers woke up from
the Covid fog and engaged us!

“We captured their
amazing emotions
on video.”
“Wow!” “Oh my goodness!”
“I thought that was your real face!”
Even while they were
maintaining a safe distance,
they were reaching out
to connect.
They missed expressions,
emotions, humanity.
Because, face it,
nothing– not bedazzledness,
crazy graphics or sports logos
beats the human face.

Click DuffBear.com and scroll
down to watch videos.

